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Award Annual
Prizes Today at
Commencement

Give Degrees to
110 Students at
Commencement

Lewis Prize Won by
Banta; Scholarship
Aw arded to Galpin
At the 91st annual commence*
merit exercises this morning at the
Lawrence Memorial chapel, t h e
following annual prizes and awards
■were made:
The Lewis Prise, to the senior of
most excellent record:
Margaret McGregor Banta, 1941,
The Spector Cup, to the out
standing senior:
Elaine Esther Buesing, 1941.
The Warren Hurst Stevens Prise
Scholarship, to a junior man dis
tinguished for high scholarship
and useful activity in college af
fairs:
Dexter Leigh Wolfe, 1942,
The Iden Charles Champion Cup.
for excellence in scholarship, ath
letics, and college spirit and loyal
ty:
James Preston Orwig, 1041,
The Iden Charles Champion
Frlse, In commerce and industry:
Arthur Hugo Kaemmer, 1941,
The Tichenor Prise, in English
Literature:
Carolyn Jean Keast, 1941,
The Hicks Prise, in short story
„Writing:
M: .*tha Marie Carman. 1941*.
The Alexander Reid Prise, for
the best informal essay:
Joyce Ann Jouvenat, 1941,
The Alexander Held Prise, f o r
the best critical essay:
Charles Gordon Shurtleff. 1942.
The French Club Prises, in
French:
F i r s t Prize: Harold Bellman
Green. 1943,
Second Prize: Phyllis Ann Subora. 1943,
The Herman Erb Prises, in Ger
man:
Divided equally between Vir
ginia Preston Berry, 1942. and
Charlotte Louise Graf. 1943,
The German Club Pf4ze Schol•hlp. In German:
Charlotte Louise Graf, 1943,
The Peabody Prise. In Latin:
Marjorie May Harkins, 1943.
The Business Man's Prise, in Lat
in:
First prize: William Greenlaw
Diver. 1942,
Second prize: Georgia Ann Bettinghaus, 1941,
The Latin League Prize, in Latin:
Janet Anne Fullinwider, 1942,
The Ralph White Prizes, in ma
thematics:
First Prize: Richard Charles Cal
kins, 1942,
Second Prize: Sallie Jane Rothchild. 1943,
The Mu Phi Epsilon Prize Schol
arship. in music:
Dorothy Jane Evans, 1943,
The Sigma Alpha lota Prise
Scholarship, in music:
Ruth Catherine Mewaldt, 1942,
The Otho P. Fairchild Prise
Scholarship, to that member of the
junior class who has shown t h e
greatest promise ot contributing
toward human progress:
Harold Frank Borenz, 1942.
The Pan American League Prise,
In Spanish:
First prize: Nancy Wreen Hol
man, 1944,
Second p r i z e : Donal Joseph
Johnson, 1943,
The Pan American League, in
Spanish conversation:
Phyllis Ann Subora, 1943,
T h e University of Wisconsin
Scholarship, for graduate study:
A u d r e y Helen Galpin, 1941,
scholar
John Edwin Wachter, 1941, first
alternate
Eunice Jane Toussaint, 1941, sec
ond alternate
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Rev. E. S. White Speaks
Here at Baccalaureate
Services on Sunday
Degree to 110 students were
granted by Lawrence college at tho
ninety-first commencement held in
Memorial chapel this morning.
The Commencement speaker waa
the Rev. Ralph W. Sockman, pas
tor of Christ Church, Park Ave
nue and 60th Street, New York
City, and best known as the Min
ister of the famous National Radio
Pulpit. The Rev. Edward S. Whita^
Rector of the Church of the Re
deemer, Chicago, was the Bac
calaureate speaker at services held
last night. Both ceremonies a r o
preceded by the traditional acad
emic procession that moves across
the campus from historic Mata
hall to the Chapel.
HONORED AT LAWRENCE CLASS DAY— The winners of mojor honors at class day are
Honored
The bachelor of arts summa cum
(left to right) Don Fredrickson, junior spoon; Betty Harker, junior spade; Harold Borenz,
O. P. Fairfield prize scholarship; Elaine Buesing, Spector Cup; Dexter W olfe, W arren Hurst laude was awarded to Margaret
Banta. Martha Carman, Jane Gil
Stevens prize scholarship.
bert and Jean KeastThe bachelor of arts magna cum
laude was awarded to Dorothy
Brigss. Aurdey Galpin.
Barton
Holmes and Gordon Robbins.
The bachelor of arts cum laud«
was awarded to Margaret Buswell,
Charles S. Boyd. Appleton paper
Marion Page Cooley, Melvin Heinmanufacturer, was named to the
ke, Burnell Johnson, Raymond
Lawrence college board of trus
Miller, Mary Mueller, Richard
tees at its annual spring session
Earl Rothe, Elizabeth Louise Stilp»
last Friday. Boyd, a graduate of
Jane Elizabeth Schoonmaker. Eu
Harper Prominent on
Replaces Jim Orwig
Lawrence in 1893, formerly served
nice Jane Toussaint and John Ed
on the board from 1915 to 1938. He
win Wachter.
Health Boards; Viner
In Charge of
replaces A. C. Gilbert, who resign
Departmental h o n o r s w e r e
ed.
Is Economics Expert
Campus Magazine
awarded to Margaret Banta for
Russel C. Flom of Menasha and
French, Dorothy Briggs for psy
Honorary degrees were confer Mrs. R. E. Thickens of Menasha
Gordon Shurtleff has been elect chology, Margaret Buswell for
red upon two men by Lawrence were elected alumni trustees, Flom ed editor-in-chief of the Contri psychology, Martha Carman for
college during the ninety-fii'st being reelected. Mrs. Thickens re
butor, campus literary magazine, English. Audrey Galpin for Eng
commencement exercises held in places Paul Amundson, who com
lish. Jane Gilbert for psychology.
Memorial chapel on the campus pleted two three-year terms and by the Contributor board of con Burton Holmes for history, Bev
this morning. The honorary doctor thus is ineligible for further ser trol. He has been on the staff of erly Humleker for history. J e a n
of science degree was awarded to vice.
the magazine this past year, and Keast for English, Gordon Rob
Dr. C. A. Harper, for thirty-eight
will replace Jim Orwig as editor. bins for fine arts, Eunice JanO
years secretary gf the Wisconsin
Shurtleff is a junior, and has Toussaint for history and John
State Board of Health and state
Edwin Wachter for government.
been active on the Lawrentian,
health officer. To Dr. Jacob Viner.
B. A. Degrees
professor of economics at the Uni
having the position of one of the
Seventy-two students received
versity of Chicago, was given the
managing editors this year. He the bachelor of arts degree. They
honorary doctor of laws degree.
was awarded the Alexander Reid were as follows:
Dr. Viner has had a very active
Elizabeth Alden. John William
Winners of the writing contests prize for the best critical essay
carecr as consultant expert to var were announced in the Contribu
Backman, Margaret McGregor Ban
ious bodies including the U. S. tor. college literary
ta, Carl Herman Berger, Georgia
magazine, this year.
Tariff Commission and the U. S. which was distributed last week.
Applications for staff member^ Ann Bettinghaus, Dorothy Hutch
Shipping Board. He was Arrferican Martha Carman won the Hicks are to be received by Shurtleff at ison Briggs, Elaine Esther Buesihii
alternate representative of the prize for short story writing with any time. The board of associate George Harrison Burrows, Marga
Economic Committee, League of “The Waterfall.” The Alexander editors will be appointed by the ret Mary Buswell. Martha Marie
Nations in 1933 and assistant to Reid prize for the best informal editor from these applications next Carman, Marian Page Cooley, Jos
secretary in 1934. In 1935. he was essay of the year was awarded fall.
eph Frank Dassing.
consultant expert to the U. S. to Joyce Jouvenat for "Roots.” and
Mary Anntoinette Docrfler, Mur
Howard W. Troyer, associate
Treasury Department, and in 1937- the Alexander Reid prize for the professor of English, and Warren iel Patricia Engelland, Mary Ann
38, he was economic adviser to best critical essay, “Kay Boyle: Beck, professor of English, are to Fink, George Wallace Fisk. Law
Prairie Provinces in preparation of A Defense," was won by Gordon be the advisors. Graduating mem rence Raymond Gage, Audrey Hel
their case before the Canadian Shurtleff. All of these writings bers of the staff are Martha Car en Galpin. Margaret Jane Gilbert,
Royal Commission on Dominion- were published in this issue of the man, John Prescott, and Jim Or T h o m a s Alexander Gochnauer,
Provincial Relations. In addition Contributor.
Leonard Gran^ Graf, Jane Emme
wig.
to his work as a professor at the
Grise, Patricia Florence Guenther,
University of Chicago and his con
Melvin Lawrence Heinke.
sultant work, he has published
John Frederick Helms, Craige
many articles and was president
Pierce Hirst, William Henry Hirst,
of the American Economic Asso
Jr., Burton Ham Holmes, Robert
ciation In 1939.
Frederick Hrudka, Beverly Dahl
Dr. Harper, a member of t h e
Humleker. Gregg Arendt Hunter,
State Board of Health since 1901,
Bernell Karin Johnson, Vincent
An estimated 600 people attend lym er by former Lawrence col Charles Jones, Arthur Hugo Kaem
has been instrumental in its de
velopment. He was born near ed the annual Lawrence college lege students was presented to him mer, Carolyn Jean Keast, Charles
Hazel Green and has spent prac
alumni picnic which was held Sat at the alumni picnic today. The Edward Koerble, Walter Richard
tically all of his life in Wisconsin.
Lewis.
He was appointed to the State urday noon in the Alexander gym book bound in blue leather con
Leroy Karl Lubenow, Donald
tains
nearly
100
letters
of
tribute
Board of Health in 1901 by Gov nasium. This annual affair, grow
Peter MacRae, Raymond Joseph
from
students
who
span
several
ernor LaFollette and was made ing in popularity every year, was
Miller, Jane Kate Mockly, George
college generations. Professor Ly Mowbray, Mary Muriel Mueller,
secretary and state health officer
the
highlight
of
the
Saturday
promer retires from the Lawrence Eleanor Nisen, James Preston Or
three years later. He has been sec
retary of the Wisconsin Anti-Tu- fram of the ninety-first commence faculty this spring after 37 years.
wig, Ann Carol Pelton, Harriette
Aside from a few announcements Jean Peters, Malcolm Kermit Pet
berculosis Commission and had ment weekend.
there
was
no
formal
program.
Sepa
The
picnic
was
provided
by
the
much to do with the construction
erson, Homer Wallace Porter. John
of the State Sanatorium near college to its alumni and their rate tables were provided for the Brewster Prfescott, Elliott Gordon
class
of
1941
and
the
four
reunionfamilies
and
is
under
the
direc
Wales. Dr. Harper, who served in
Robbins, Robert Franklin Romanoi.
the State Legislature in 1911, is a tion of Ralph J. Watts, business ing classes, this year the groups
Richard E a r l
Rothe, James
Fellow in the American Medical manager. T h e grounds, tables, of 1938, 1931, 1916 and 1901. The George Sarres, Arthur Eugene
Society, a past president of the trucking arrangements and serv picnic this year were preceded Schade, Marian Anella Schmidt,
National Public Health Organiza ing set-up wtis handled by a crcw by the Alumni College held at the Walter Theodore Schmidt, Jane
Institute, and followed by a faculty Elizabeth Schoonmaker, H e 1e a
tion known as the Conference of under Mr. Watts’ direction.
A handsomely bound book of alumni baseball game for which
State and Provincial Health Offi
TURN TO PAGE T
letters written to Professor John ther was much prepartion.
cers of North America.

Harper, Vi ner
Get Honorary
Degrees Today

Charles S. Boyd Is
Elected Trustee

Shurtleff Is
New Editor of
Contributor

Announce Winners
In Contributor
Writing Contests

More Than 600 People Attend

Huge College Alumni Picnic
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Harriette Peters Crowned
May Queen on South Campus

Barrows Names
Berry, Clark,
Owen to Staff
Two Instructors and
Associate Professor
Are Appointed
The appointment of three in
structors to the faculty of Law
rence college for the coming year
was announced today by President
Thomas N. Barrows.
David Owen, a graduate of Law
rence in 1931, will return this fall
Os an instructor in English. Owen
in the first graduate of Lawrence
■ince 1929 that has been appointed
to the faculty of the college. A
niember of Phi Beta Kappa, he
was graduated Magna Cum Laude.
He did graduate work at Colum
bia university and has taught at
Colfax and Oconto high schools
end at present is on the faculty of
the York high school in Elmhurst,
Hi inoil.
•
Miss Eunice W. Clark of Madi
son has received an appointment
S* an instructor in French. Miss
Clark, who has had three years
©f teaching experience, is at pre
sent completing work on the Ph.
D. degree at the University of Wis
consin. She is a graduate of Radeliffe and has taken graduate
Work at Harvard and the Institute
«Je Touraine in France, in addition
to her study at Wisconsin.
Math Professor
Charles William Berry, a.csistant
professor of the department of
mathematics at the Columbia uni
versity, has been appointed asso
ciate professor of mathematics. He
Succeeds Professor John Lymer,
who retired at the close of this
year after 37 years as a member
©f the Lawrence faculty.
Berry, a native of Sommerville.
Massachusetts, spent eight con
secutive years at Harvard univer
sity. r«»ceiving his A B. degree in
1925, the A.M. degree in 1926, and
the Ph. D. in 1929.
During this time Berry was the
recipient of several scholarships
and the Wister Prize in mathe
matics and music. A National Re
search fellowship made it possible
for him to continue his investiga
tions of mathematical theories, for
two years at Brown and Princeton
Universities. He has been on the
faculty at Columbia since 1931, and
the past six years as assistant pro
fessor.
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'DOC' LYMER LEAVES LAWRENCE— Seen in o fam iliar
pose behind his desk in the observatory is John C. Lymer, pro
fessor of mathematics. 'Doc's' retirement comes at the end of
the year after 37 years of teaching. He has won a large place
in the hearts of his students and colleagues. After being such
a vital foctor in Lawrence college life, his presence will indeed
be missed.

Familiar Figure of 'Doc' Lymer
Will be Missed by Lawrentians
In t h e spring of 1904, when
the word
was passed around
that Professor Jenkins, the popular
teacher of mathematics, would not
ever be able to return to his dut
ies at L*.wrence, there was gloom
and much speculation. Professor
Jenkins had recommended as his
successor one of his former stu
dents, a fine young man who had
just taken his master's degree at
Northwestern university. And the
Lawrence campus was anxiously
waiting for the appearance of the
new teacher.
The fa!! of 1904 brought the new
professor, John C. Lymer, who im
mediately won for himself a large
place in the hearts of his students

and of his colleagues. His sincer
ity, his interest in the welfare of
nis students, his excellent prepa
ration, and his willingness to help
every ore brought him well-de
served e‘ teem and recognition. He
took his place among the guiding
.>pirits of the institution and in 1914
when the chapter of Phi Beta Kap
pa was established at Lawrence,
ne was one of the faculty mem
bers elected as a foundation mem*>er*l>f the society.
Through the years which follow
ed, Professor Lymer has continued
his work and his incalculable con
tribution to the enrichment of the
minds of students at Lawrence, not
only through his subject but by

In a colorful ceremony on Sun
day afternoon. May 25, Lawrence
college crowned its 1941 May
Queen, brunette Harriette Peters,
in front of the Alexander gymnas
ium on the south campus. A mem
ber of Kappa Alpha Theta soror
ity, Harriette has been active in
campus affairs and recently was
chosen by McClelland Barclay, the
noted illustrator, as one of the
most beautiful girls at Lawrence.
In the absence of Ruth Gray,
last year’s queen, the honor of
crowning Miss Peters fell to Mary
Young, who was maid of honor
last year.
Blanche Quincannon was maid of
honor, and the court of honor con
sisted of Marian Cooley, Jane
Grise, Mary Mueller, and Georgia
Bettinghaus.
Presentation of the girls w h o
are members of Phi Beta Kappa
and Mortar board and those who
have been chosen best loved and
counselors also took place during
the exercises. They were introduc
ed by Dorien Montz, social chair
man of the Lawrence Women’s as
sociation, sponsor of the affair.
Honored
The girls so honored were Dor
othy Briggs, Phi Beta Kappa; Peg
gy Banta, Phi Beta Kappa and
Mortar board; Martha Carman,
Phi Beta Kappa, Mortar board, and
counsellor; Jean Keast, Jane G il
bert, and Audrey Galpin, all Phi
BetS Kappa.
Mary Mueller, Mortar board, best
loved and counsellor; Elaine Buesing, Mortar board and best loved;
Marian Cooley, best loved, coun
selor and Mortar board; Dorothy
Ahrensfeld, Mortar board a n d
counselor; Joan Glasow, Dorothy
Hansen, Jean Hubbard, and Betty
nis wide Interests In other fields,
by his keen appreciation of litera
ture and music, his love of nature,
and his wealth of good common
yense. Those of us who have known
him for years will indeed mips his
presence on the campus after this
year but we shall never forget the
gently spoken words of praise or
criticism, of encouragement a n d
friendship, which make one feel
sure that the active Christian spir
it still is a vital factor in our col
lege life.
—Louis C. Baker

Harker, all Mortar board members
and counselors; Jane Grise, best
loved and counselor.
Elizabeth Spenser, Lenore Tully,
Carmen Campbell, Jean Adriansen, Betty isehoonmaker, Marion
Binzel and Marion Schmidt, a l l
counselors.
The Lawrence A Cappella choir
sang during the exercises.

Remodeling
Of Main Hall
To Start Soon
Put in New Electric
Heating, W iring; Plan
Building of Stairway
Historic old Main hall, built on
the Lawrence college campus in
1859 and the oldest educational
building in the state of Wisconsin,
will be modernized and remodeled
in the interior this summer, it was
announced today by President
Thomas N. Barrows.
The project includes the remov
al of all existing heating and elec
tric wiring and replacing it with
modern up-to-date equipment. The
plan also includes a new perma
nent floor in the corridor and foy
er of the first floor and a com
pletely new fireproof staircase in
place of the present one. As much
plastering and painting as there is
time for will also be included.
Work will begin immediately
after Commencement and continue
throughout the summer. When fin
ished. the facilities of the historic
building should be very much im
proved and made more comfort
able and effective.
Main hall was first built in 1854,
of stone, and cost a total of $35,000.
It was intended for dormitory and
classroom purposes but It also ac
comodated laboratories, chapel and
library. It was destroyed by fire in
1857, and rebuilt in its present en
larged condition In 1859.
*
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Ariel Produces Answer to
" Who Is the College?" Problem
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Thanks, Ariel, for the last and
final answer to “Who is the col
lege?" The goat says, “Aw, for
get it!” But here’s what’s left of
the college as we (questionable*')
see it.
First (like the noted chapel
orator—not using a n y names)
there was freshman week and es
tablishing the tradition of the
turning soft Jack White and Mr.
Millis wowing them all by calling
the frosh by their first names.
(They spent all summer practic
ing.»
Then rushing, which is best left
unmentioned, and the football sea
son. *vhich is also best left unmen
tioned. Rugged Hirst was the soc
ial lion of the football field, sell
ing peanuts.
Then homecoming and an honestto-goodness victory dance and
election. So Dave Bliss is a die
hard with you-know-who button
in
May.
Kirsten Flagsted had
Shep singing Wagner for a week.
But “The Italian Street Song" and
“Say. Daddy” brought her back
agnin.
Bowling was the thriving sport
at this time with laurels divided
be* ween Patty Ladwig and Jeanne
Foote Patty nearly knocked the
ba.-k wall out of the alleys when
she let her first ball go—back
wards. A pinboy asked Jeanne if
she’s do better if he set the pins
up in the gutters.
Tom Dishes Dirt
About this time Captain Tom
was dishing dirt (tsch, tsch, shame)
on John street. Then came the bas
ketball season, known in the stands
as “Ricky-ticky Phil” time.
The drama season was unique
this year—the major student prodiet ion “Two on an Island” with
Mart* Harkins and Chuck Gregory
as th? South Sea island duo And
then Trelawny: you remember,
“Trelawny of the ‘Wells’ *’? Or, at
least, you remember Ade. And
“Refuge” or “Where Was Epstein’s
Mother When the Lights Went
Out?” The literary gem “Dark Lady
of the Sonnets'* preceded the sea
son stealer, directed by Gordon
Robbins. “‘niesmophoriazursae.”
Thr» Union sneaked out of debt.
(Geig’s laugh attracted business)
Dex’s dexterous dealing proves
that vou can get grades, be editor
and still play good Delt Schaf-

German Club Buys
Books, Phonograph
The German department at Law
rence college has received a gift of
$200 00 from the Henry Janssen
foundation of Philadelphia to be
used in the purchase of books for
the library and for teaching mater
ials to make the study of German
more interesting and vital. $100 of
the gift was used to buy library
books, and the rest for various
teaching materials, such as pictures,
aong books to be used by the de
partment and the German club, a
new magnavox phonograph a n d
records.

Digman Announces
Ariel Sale Today
Faculty members or alumni who
would like a copy of this year’s
Ariel can procure them from the
business office or the Ariel office
today. Ralph Digman, editor of the
Ariel, announces that there is on
ly a limited number of Ariels
available. The price is $2.50 f o r
faculty and staff members, and
$4.00 to alumni and all others
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tikopf. Helen Moore’s cozy little
oreakfast? are unionade.
We heard that the superman of
fourth north got up to study in
the wee hours of the dawning. The
Phi Delt guardsman returning
from the night watch checked for
us. and it’s true.
The dances, the Prom afloat with
orchids, and the L.W.A. dance with
Kim on a’ leash, Petey Rasey with
a glow and Bob Nystrom with a
tloral propeller.
Track in spring with the incredi
ble Fieweger doing spring train
ing leaping hospital hurdles The
Spring of ’41 will be known as the
cpring of the vehicles, Jim Cha
pel le's and Schmiede’s “Myrtle,”
Diggy’s “Green Grinder” and Jim
Miller’s robin’s egg blue dream.
And then graduation without
comprehcnsives. Yes—1940-1941!

Library to be
Open During
Summer Months
Students M ay Draw
Out College Books
For Whole Summer
The college library will be open
during the summer months for cir
culation of books and reading one
nour each week day from 11 to 12
a. m.
Students w’ho wish to continue
their reading or study during the
summer months at their homes or
vacation spots may do so. Eight
books may be borrowed which are
a year or more old and they may
be kept from June 2 until Septem
ber 17, with the understanding that
it another person wishes any of
’.hem, they will be sent for and
returned immediately at the bor
rower's expense. Students will be
.*sked to give their vacation ad
dresses.
The library reserves the right
not to lend by this method any
books which it seems unwise to
take out of the collection for so
long a period.
Students may receive and return
books by mail or express at their
own expense at any time. Trans
portation charges will be prepaid
on books returned to the library.
The rental books may circulate
for two cents a day during the
summer.
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Annual Alumni
College Is Held
At Institute
Educational Program
Of Four Leading
Colleges Is Theme
“The Educational Program of
Four Leading Colleges; The Edu
cational Program at Lawrence,” was
the theme of the annual Alumni
college which was at the Institute
of Paper Chemistry at 10:30 o’clock
Saturday morning as a feature of
the Lawrence college commence
ment weekend. The educational
trends as they are being developed
at other colleges was discussed by
John S. Millis, dean of administra
tion, who during this year visited
the leading liberal arts institutions
throughout the nation. The trip
was made possible by a grant from
PRIZE WINNERS— Shown above are the winners of the col the Carnegie corporation. These
lege literary contests. From left to right, they are Joyce Jou- observations took Millis to both
venat, Gordon Shurtleff and M artha Carman. Miss Jouvenat coasts and enabled him to compare
won the Alexander Reid prize for the best informal essay of various programs in education by
visiting with administrators, facul
the year, Shurtleff for the best critical essay and Miss Carman ty members, and students. H i s
won the Hicks prize tor the best short story of the year.
talk at the Alumni College mark
ed the first time that a report on
this study has been open to the
public.
The second half of the Saturday
morning discussion, dealing with
the educational program as It spe
cifically applies to Lawrence, was
Willis Van Horn, assistant pro visiting his parents.
handled by President Thomas N.
fessor of biology, will have his
Walter Rogers, profesor of biol Barrows. Lawrence, one of t h e
summer headquarters at Madison ogy. will botanize all summer, con leading liberal arts colleges in the
as a member of the state depart tinuing his work on the flora of country, has for some time been
ment of health. His work will take the Fox River valley.
watched by the ranking educators
him to lakes all over the state for
Professor and Mrs. M. M. Bober and its program and aims are ex
experimentation on the control of are going to Rockford. Massachu pected to be presented anew in this
weeds, algae, and swimmers' itch. setts, where Bober can commute talk by the President.
Miss Olga Smith, also assistant to the Harvard library in order to
The Alumni college was held for
the alumni and friends of the col«
professor of biology, will work in carry on research.
the Institute until August. Then
Mr. and Mrs. G. A. Douglas are lege and was open to the public.
she will spend the rest of her va planning a trip to Florida a n d
will be back and forth to Wash Make Cope Director
cation traveling in the East.
Paul Beaver, assistant professor ington, D. C., where Douglas has
Miss Ruth Cope, dean of women,
of biology, will teach conservation business. In Florida they will re
of natural resources at the Colo side at their home at Lake Como. was installed as educational direcrado State college in Greeley,
Mr. and Mrs. L. W. Towle will tor of the Iota chapter of Beta Sig
Colorado. At the end of the ses leave right after Commencement ma Phi, international non-colletsion, he and his family will tour to visit their home at Saco, Maine. iate sorority. The initiation cere
the Grand Canyon region. For the
Professor and Mrs. W. A. Me- mony was held at the Conway ho
remainder of the summer Beaver Conagha will remain at home for tel. A dinner honoring the initiate
followed.
and his family will be in Indiana the first part of the summer.

Professors to Spend Summer
Traveling, Studying, Working
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Another Class
Graduates Today

It will take patience, courage and strength to
overcome these present obstacles. Who knows
what the outcome will be? In all events we
know that you seniors w’ill go out and prove
to the world that Lawrence graduates can as
similate book knowledge and the necessary ele
ments of social adjustment that are so vital in
today’s world.

A

Grin and Bear It

-IIS1

By U c h ty

NOTHER year has passed in the history
of Lawrence. Lawrentians can be proud
to belong to an institution so modern and far
sighted in its outlook.
The Lawrence fraternity quadrangle is an
example of fraternity-college cooperation at
its height. In most institutions, one will
find a gap between the college admin
istration and the fraternities. H e r e at
Lawrence we find a mutual trust and confi
dence. Without this trust Lawrence could never
have undertaken this enormous project. Now,
after its completion, we can look at schools sim
ilar to Lawrence and be assured that we have
one of the most progressive schools of iis size
in America.
Another achievement this year is the revi
sion of the requirements of graduation. Stu
dents no longer have to select a major field for
graduation. This is another step forward for
Lawrence college and has at the same time
made a much more liberal Liberal Arts school.

A

‘‘Wherever a dictator has arisen, there edu
cation has suffered. The desire for knowledge,
the spirit of inquiry which is the God-given
right of a free people, has been stifled and the
training of the young has been confined to the
trades and the most elementary general sub
jects. This must not happen in America.” Gov.
John W. Bricker of Ohio charges educators to
stand guard against dictatorship threats.

mbAKC
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" A 1941 Senior"
Xk‘ur Bill,
Your last letter was great, and
I'm sorry I didn’t get around to an
swering it sooner. But inaybe it
%as a Rood thin« that I didn't be
cause in the meantime I have been
doing a good deal of thinking on
this war situation and have exper
ienced quite a change in my ideas.
First let me say that your wonderings about democracy are very
Interesting and clearly present a
problem. War certainly does not
Seem democratic, that is certain.
Why then must we fight? We fight
to save democracy. And in saying
that I use a statement which prov
ed to be the rallying cry of one of
the greatest farces in human his
tory. But that is just what I mean
to say. Democracy must fight to
save itself.
I have recently been reading a
Small but penetrating book called
T h e City ef Man” in which fif
teen leaders of world thought
have pooled their ideas into what
they call a "declaration of world
demcracy”. What it is is a redefi
nition of the concept of democracy
In the light of the present day
World. And you can see by the
title where their interest lies. It
is an extermely valuable little
book and every bit of it interest
ing, but one part in particular
seems to suggest a very adequate
answer to our problem. Let me of
fer a few quotations.
“The fundamental principle is
that the Demcratic concept of free
dom can never include the free
dom to destroy democracy and
freedom.” And I think it is valid
to add that this also means free
dom cannot be allowed to be tak
en away by an outside force. Thus
democracy must fight. “We can
have no freedom or safety for our
selves unless we are ready to re
claim the world from Facism, to
win the world to a new order—
Unless we endow democracy with
a fighting spirit...**
There are those who respond to
such ideas by saying that as we
take on the armor of war we will
lose our freedom. But in truth we
don’t lose any freedom, rather, we
go to work in another area of de
mocracy, the area of duty. There
are rights and there are duties. In
peace time rights see-m to take
fureccdcnt; in times of war and

Jen« 9,

Lawrence Achievements
Become Recognized

Quotable Quotes

FTER today U6 seniors will no longer be
able to say, “I ’m a student at Lawrence.”
From now on it will be, “I’m an alum of Law
rence.” To these graduating seniors go the
best possible wishes of success from the stu
dents and faculty of Lawrence college.
This year’s graduating class is going out
into a a world of people who are torn between
the desire for peace and the necessity of war.
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crisis, duty takes the lead, and
the spirit of service and coopera
tion spreads through all phases
of national life.
England is giving the world a
splendid example of this way of
living today, and what an inspir
ing job she is doing! The degree
to which each individual in a de
mocracy realizes his duty deter
mines the success of that nation's
cause. And believe me, our cause,
the cause of maintaining our free
dom,- is one worth sacrificing for.
There aren’t many people that re
alize that yet, and it is discour
aging to find so many of them in
the college« which are truly the
fountainhead of the liberal spirit.
History has a word of encour
agement to give us on our stand
for militant democracy. It doesn’t
take much knowledge of the past
few centuries to realize that free
dom is born of bloodshed. Note the
French Revolution, the American
Revolution and the miny other
wars in which the forces of free
dom won out over tyranny. The
road to the democratic way of life
is paved with the bodies of freedom-loving men. Freedom has al
ways resisted tyranny even to the
point of using its own weapons to
down it.
Today a tyranny such that the
world has never seen is threaten
ing the world, and the forces of
freedom are called upon again to
resist it. But it appears that the
free forces have become soft and
democracy shorn of its true char
acter. As was stated so clearly in
“The City of Man”, “Democracy
had been a strenuous unity of
thought ant? action, a rule for life
and death. We were now making
it a ‘way of life’, smooth to the
heart’s content. It had been a faith
militant and triumphant. It was
now disintegrating into a routine
of 'liberties and comforts'.”
War has a revitalizing effect
upon democracy. Note the rebirth
of faith in freedom which is
sweeping the world today. Democ
racy has fast become a thing to
fight for and die for. If we are
afraid that we shall lose our free
dom by this war effort, let us re
member that in the past democ
racy has climbed victoriously from
the bloody pit of war revived and
endowed with new strength to be
come more liberal than ever.
1 believe all this. And with such

Mrs. Chandler Runs
200 Inhabitants
Of Pan-Hell House
For a housemother that really
knows her stuff, the girls «and
boys) of Pan Hellenic house give
you Mrs. Chandler. We know her
recommendations are very im
pressive. what with ten years at
the Alpha Gamma Delta house at
DePauw University a n d three
years with the Phi Mu’s at t h e
University of Oklahoma. She says
that she’s “retired” twice, only to
have her cousin, the Beta's Mrs.
VauDell, lend her to another so
rority. And that is exactly how she
happened to come to Appleton.
Now she’s kept busy trying to
take care of the well over 200 in
habitants of Pan-Hell — she is
truly a Pan Hellenic housemother.
If the girls just can’t get the tea
to boil or need something at the
last minute, she is always there
to help. She likes to read and is
very often responsible for the
piano music that seems to radiate
from Pan-Hell.
The sororities are all hoping that
she will try for another long time
record on this campus, and that
she won't be tempted to explore
other fields.
in mind I hope to discard all per
sonal feelings and desires that
might stand in the way of the
free world’s war effort. One of the
attitudes I shall attempt to culti
vate is that of internationalism
and world unification, for it is that
spirit which will save us and that
only. It was opposition to such
ideas that killed the good that the
last war might have done. Wilson’s
ideas didn’t fail; they were never
tried. We were evidently not
ready then for international coop
eration on a wide scale. But we
must not have another Versailles.
We must unite now, and we must
do our duty now.
Thus when my draft number
comes up in the near future, which
is only a month or two away, I
plan to enter the army, drafted,
as a common citizen of this still
free country asking for no favors
or privileges which my back
ground might merit me; rather,
going in with the idea of being
the best doggoned soldier that I
know how to be. This is no time
to shirk out of a dirty situation
and I'm not going to do it. I have
been asked to fight, and jealizing
clearly that I have something to
fight for, I shall, willingly.

“stop showing off you’re in the Army, Phil—those potatoes have been
peeled properly!’*
because the recommended program
at Lawrence in preparation for
years of "background’* courses followed by post-graduate s t u d y
FROM PROFESSOR BECK
N the “So They Say” column should remember that this recomon May 9, John Francis quoted mendaticn is not a locally-cherparagraphs from Tine concern shed whim but an honest reflec
ing education for journalism and tion of current requirements in
then drew some conclusions which the profession itself. Several years
ago the committee on training for
I should like to question, in fair
journalism representing t h e Naness to this institution and for the tional Society of Newspaper Edi
information of its students. I have tors actually urged the abandon
delayed replying to this letter un ment of all undergraduate journal
til I could secure a copy of the ism courses and the concentration
material on which the Time arti of such work in one post-graduate
cle was based, a report published vear. Although the Pulitzer school
by the National Council on Pro is the only strictly graduate insti
fessional Education for Journa tution in the field, Stanford. Iowa,
lism.
Northwestern, and Missouri have
The implications of that report all organized five-year programs of
,1o not oppose but rather support training for journalism. Lawrence
the Lawrence program of prepa could join the procession of jun
ration for journalism. They there ior colleges and teachers’ colleges
by provide one more vindication and not-too-liberal art colleges of
in detail of Lawrence’s educational fering "courses in journalism" but
philosophy, especially as it seeks that procedure doesn't automatical
to relate the liberal arts curricu ly equip graduates to compete
lum to preparation for the pro with those who have had profes
fessions.
sional training at the graduate
In his first sentence of comment level, based on a really broad
on the quotation from Time Fran foundation of liberal education.
cis made two errors. He wrote. "It
Certainly it is better for Law
seems to me Lawrence fails (falls?) rence to provide the thing it is
in the classification of *500 other well equipped to provide, the gen
institutions’ as far as its journalism eral education necessary for the
department is concerned.” But journalist, than to offer superficial
Lawrence has no journalism de courses in the techniques of news
partment, no courses in journal paper work, to the proportionate
ism. In the National council's re neglect of the student’s more basio
port itself the "more than 500 in education, which is also the great
stitutions” mentioned by Time are er part, the 80 per cent of the
those offering presumably infer journalist's proper training. The
ior courses in journalism. The re conclusions appended to the re
port is based on a survey of 901 port by the National Council on
institutions; 40 per cent of these Professional Education for Jour
rre referred to only as not offer nalism substantiate this policy as
ing any courses in journalism, and follows; "It (the council) recog
Lawrence is of that group.
nizes that a broad liberal arts edu
This does not necessarily mean cation is the best foundation for
♦hat the college can do nothing professional education in journal
for the student looking toward ism. It therefore believes that
journalism as a vocation. On that many of the institutions now of
point one detail of the National fering courses in journalism may
council’s report is very illu.ninat- play a port in the program of edu
ing. Analysis of degree require cation for journalism by develop
ments in the thirty-two leading ing pre-journalism programs with
fchools of journalism shows that a strong emphasis on English and
"an average of 76.7 per cent of the the social studies.” Francis, w h o
four-or-five-year program is de made an unwarranted statement
voted to background courses; only about the college’s "leading t h e
23 3 p e r
cent to journalism freshmen astray”, should read once
courses”. A student who took an more the catalogue statement he
A. B. degree at Lawrence and then said he would like revised and
went on to a year of professional note how closely its advice paral
study at the graduate level could lels the judgments expressed by
’hus achieve practically the same the National Council report
Warren Beck,
ratio. 80 per cent of his five years
Professor of English
in "background’' or liberal arts <)
courses, 20 per cent in journalism
courses. Indeed, If the student Professors Make Trip
were to choose what is probably
On May 18 and 19, Professor
♦he best journalism school in the
world, the Pulitzer School at Co and Mrs. Douglas and L. W. Towle
lumbia, he would find precisely took a trip to Des Moines, Iowa.
that program required—four years Mr. Douglas was on the committee
of liberal education for on A B. on resolutions at the Midwest So
decree as prerequisite for entrance, ciological association. M. M. Bober
then Journalism courses at the professor of economics was elected
vice-president of the Northwest
graduate level only.
I Any student Inclined to complain Economic Association,

SolheySay
I
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Denney Awards
Eleven Letters
To Track Men
Name Winners of
Tennis, Golf Letters
And Numerals
Awards for spring sports at Law*
rence college have been sanctioned
by the athletic board it was an
nounced by Athletic Director A. C.
Denney.
Denney himself named
eleven members of his state col
lege championship track squad as
winners of varsity letters. Of this
«quad, undefeated in dual competi
tion, only three are seniors, Cap
tain James Orwig, Vincent Jones,
and George Fisk. The juniors are,
James Sattizahn, Kieth Nelson,
Ralph Colvin and Frank Hammer.
Sophomores, James Fieweger, Or
lando Holway, Wallace Patten and
Fred Rogers.
The state college championship
Lawrence tennis and golf teams al
so were voted letters. The tennis
awards are to Don Fredrickson
and Henry Kimberly, juniors; and
Bob Morris and William Machie,
sophomores. This team also is co
champion of the Midwest confer
ence. Golf letters were won by
Art Kaemmer, Phil Harvey, John
Disher and Robert Osen.
Frosh Numerals
Freshmen numerals in track
were voted to: Charles Rollins,
William Harkins, Robert Cooper,
Lee Cooper, A1 Zupek, Harry Haslinger, James Dite, Lee Minton and
Paul Maertzweiler.
Lawrence faces one of the small
est shrinkages in athletic manpow
er in many seasons. The draft may
spoil the present optimistic outlook
but aside from the four above
named seniors in spring sports,
Orwig. Jones, and Fisk in track,
•nd Kaemmer in golf, there is but
one graduate. Art Schade from the
basketball squad. Miles Hench will
be lost to the swimming team, and
LeRoy Lubenow and Robert Ro
mano in football.

i

List Winners
Of Gold Medals
Recipients Show Top
Form in Clinching
Intramural Prizes
The intramural sports season for
the school year 1940-41 shows the
following men as winners of the
gold medals for each of the listed
divisions. Crow-coantry, R. Colvin;
Golf, D. Wakefield; Fencing, C. Zabel; Squash, D. Fredrickson; Ten
nis, Singles—B. Morris, Doubles—D
Henika and A. Van Hengle; Wrest
ling, 121 lb. class, G. Mowbray; 128
lbs., R. Perschbaeher; 136 lbs., W.
Harkins; 145 lbs., C. Rhodes; 155
lbs., D. Morgan; 165 lbs., R. Colvin;
175 lbs., W. Nolan; Heavyweight, C
Plumer; Swimming, 50 yd. free
styde, R. Smith; 75 yd. free style,
R. Haligas; 150 yd. free style, R.
Smith; 75 yd. back stroke. S. Lundahl; 75 yd. breast, W. Patten;
diving, D. Johnson; team cham
pions, Beta Theta Pi. Boxing, 115
ib. class, G. Mowbray; 128 lbs., V.
Kramer; 136 lbs., P. O'Brien; 145
lbs., C. Cook; 155 lbs., K. Ruppenthal; 165 lbs., K. Cramer; 175 lb»!.,
A. Zupek; Heavyweight, A. Zupek;
team champions, Sigma Phi Epsi
lon. Badminton, singles, Don Fred
rickson; double, B. Morris and J.
Disher; Handball, singles, S. Samp
son; doubles, J. Bachman and A.
Held; ping pong, singles, J. Slauson;
doubles, J. Slauson and P. Knell.

STATE COLLEGE TRACK CHAMPS— Pictured above is the Viking track squad who nosed out Beloit 55Vi to 46 to win
the state title. The members of the squad are, top row, left to right, David Strawn, manager, Hulburd W am pler, John Mes
senger, Herb Kirchoff, Vince Jones, James Fieweger, Ralph Colvin, Frank Nencki and Coach A. C. Denney; middle row, left
to right, Fred Rogers, Richard Calkins, Orlando Holway, Keith Nelson, Captain James Orwig, Frank Hammer, George Fisk,
Eugene Kennedy, Boyden Supiano and John Fengler; bottom row, left to right, Thomas W illiam s, John Gregg, James Sattisahn, W ally Patten, Phil Knell, Ralph Person and Loren Smith.

Vikings Win
State Crown
Jim O rw ig, Jim
Fieweger Lead Team
To Title Over Beloit
Saturday, May 24, the track team
regained the state championship
which went to Beloit last year.
Captain Jimmy Orwig a n d Jim
Fieweger were tied for point lead
ership of the meet with 16 apiece.
Orwig ended his career as a Vik
ing trackman by taking a first in
the polevsult, seconds in both hur
dle events and the broad jump and
a third in the high jump. As usual
Fieweger won both hurdle events.
Jim also jumped second to Beloit's
Chuck Bacon in the high jump and
put the shot second to Vince
Jones' first.
The only record to fall in the
meet, Sam Lette’s 1938 high jump
record of 6' U " fell to Beloit's
Chuck Bacon's jump of 6' 2|".
Results;

Elm Tree Bakery
308 E. College Are.
Phone 7000

Saturday afternoon. May 24 on
the Beloit municipal links the
Lawrence college golfers captured
the Wisconsin State Invitational
golf meet with a low total of 482
strokes for 27 holes. Phil Harvey
came blazing through with scores
of 38-36-38 for 112 to easily cop
medalist honors. John Disher, who
played good consistent golf all sea
son long, was runner-up to Har
vey. Johnny totaled 116 on ninehole rounds of 43-36-37.
The results:
Lawrence—Harvey, 38, 36, 38—
112; Kaemmer. 42. 38. 43—123;
Oscn. 43. 45., 43-131; Disher, 43,
36. 37—116.
Beloit— Sandro. 43. 39. 39—121;
Taylor, 43. 40. 38—121; Castle. 51,
41, 40-132; Gibson 40. 38, 41—119.
Ripon—Leish, 39. 46. 40-125;
Peterman. 45, 41, 43—129; Perry,
43. 42. 38—123; Lynch, 49, 39, 42—
130.
Carroll—Campaign. 41, 39, 40—
120; Smith, 41, 47, 46—134; Rebek,
50. 55, 47—152; Nowik, 43, 36. 42—
121.

IM yard i t i h : 1 S ta n g rr. C.: 2 G rifflfth , B; 3 T rip pel. R .: 4 W rm ley. R tim e
:10.1. IS* yard high k i r a i f i : 1 F iew eg er.
L ; 3 Orwiif, L.; 3 B a co n . B.; 4 B le ste r. B.
tim e :13.S. M ile: 1 H artm an. B.; 2 W ach i,
C .: 3 J o h n so n , B .; 4 S m art. C. tim e
4:41.4. 4M yard l a i k : 1 H o lw a y , L.: 3
C olvin , L.; 3 J o n es. C.: 4 B u n k er. B.
tim e :33.4. * ? • yard da«h: 1 Staniter. C.;
3 Z ip p el. R
3 G riffith . B : 4 W rigley.
R.; tim e -23.S. SM yard ran: 1 D ahm a,
The Phi Delts won the coveted
R ; 3 C olvin . L.; 3 C u r tis B.: 4 H ow en .
C. tim e 2:04.3. « • yard le w fcardle: 1 interfraternity supremacy cup tro
F ie w e g e r L ; 3 O rw ig. L.: 3 B iea ter, B.; phy for the year 1940-1941 by 142
4 T h u rm er. R. tim e :26. t m ile ran: 1 points over the second place Delts.
H artm an, B.; 3 J o h n so n . B : 3 R ogers.
L.; 4 B arrer. R. tim e 10:40.7. IM yard The fraternity champions in each
relay: 1 C arroll 'A . J o n es. W. J o n es. event on the program are, golf,
W est. S ta n g e r i; 3 R lp on, 3 L a w ren ce. 4
B elo it. U M p i l : 1 J o n es. L.; 3 F iew eg er. Delts; football, Delts; volleyball.
L.; 3 F ren ch , B.: 4 L illy , C. d ista n c e Betas; basketball. Phi Delts; bowl
44' H " . D is c a a : 1 K oepp , R.; 2 S ta v en , C.: ing. Sig Eps; track, Phi Delts; base
3 L illy , C.: 4 N en c k i. L. D ista n c e 132*
I V . J a v elin : 1 T illy . C.: 2 R eegor. C.: ball. Phi Delts.
3 L ap otka, R.; 4 P a tto n , L . d ista n c e 153’
10” . F e le v a a lt: 1 O rw ig , L.: 3 tie. K rc- B . h e ig h t • ' 2 * e ’\ (N e w record. O ld re c 
mar. R. a n d G llo th . B.: 4, N elso n , L. o rd by L ee te. L a w ren ce, 1S3S: S* IV*.
h e ig h t 13*. H lf k Jump: 1 B a co n , B.: 2 B read Jam p: 1 R addant, B : 3 O rw ig, L.,
F iew eg er. L.; 3 O rw ig. L.; 4, T a rd in o ir, 3 H am m er. L.: S n y d er. B. d ista n c e 31* 10'*.

Phi Delts Capture
Supremacy Cup

Gmeiner's
Candy
Shoppe

College Supplies
Porker Fountain Pent
Theme Poper
Ring Books
Brief Cotes
Indexes
ROYAL PORTABLE
TYPEWRITERS
$32.95 & up

In the

G EN ER A L O FFICE
SUPPLY CO.

Irving Zuelke Bldg.

Congratulations
Seniors!
M ay your future be laden
with
happiness and success!

Lawrence Golfers
Win State Title

If Y o u
P lu m b in g

214 E. College Ave.

Reveal Results of
Activities Board
HE editor of this column
wishes to express his appreci
ation for the cooperation af
forded him throughout the year
by his co-workers Roy Reimer
John Gregg, Bob Alvis, Doc Van
Hengle, Bob Wilch, Clyde Rhodes,
Betty Brown, Andy Galvin and
Stan Lundahl. Without their aid
the sports sheet would not have
been able to survive. The stories
and coverage of these people
enabled this department to merit
the rank of excellence by the Na
tional Collegiate Press and thereby
helped the Lawrentian acquire
“All-American** rating.
In a survey of the athletic situ
ation here at Lawrence there arc
plenty of indications that the all
around position and future chances
for the Vikings in athletic interre
lations ix definitely improving.
Men like Dick Miller. Bill Crossett,
Don Fredrickson. Bob Smith, Jim
Fieweger and Phil Harvey among
others, form a heart-warming nuc
leus for all of our athletic teams.
With such outstanding men as key
men. the capable Lawrence coaches
should mold winning teams for
several years to come. This general
improvement is not confined to a
lone sport, but permeates through
out all of our athletic teams.
The athletic department under

T

A survey of the activities board
at the men’s gym reveals some in
teresting facts about the men who
were most active in all types of
athletics throughout the year.
The outstanding men in each
class arc as follows: freshmen—C.
Rollins, 16; A. Van Hengle, 15; A.
Zupek. 15. Sophomores—W. Butt
ing. 19; L. Henkes. 19; P. Knell, 17.
Juniors—H. Kirchhoff, 21; F. Nenc
ki, 19; D. Fredrickson, 15; J. Lin*
gel, 15. Seniors—V. Jones, 14; A.
Kaemmer. 14; L. Lubenow, 18.
the capable leadership of Coach A.
C. Denney has again responded
sensitively to the desires of the
student body with the innovation
of 4 new winter sports program.
Two years ago the department
conceived of the desirability of a
Lawrence winter sports frolic. A
painstaking program of rcsearcii
was undertaken before the plant
were given final approval. The
execution of the carefully made
plans were handed over to the ex
ecutive committee for cooperative
administration. This embryonic ef
fort will undoubtedly mature Into
a program which should enable
Lawrence to far surpass any other
similar institution in the opera Lioo
of its recreational program.

H appy
V a c a tio n
Because we hare enjoyed the social
and business contacts throughout
this past year with the students
and faculty members we take this
means of voicing our appreciation
and wishing you a most enjoyable
vacation.

H ave

o r H e a tin g

P r o b le m s

we will give you the benefit of our experience
free of charge. Actual installation to be made
by local plumbers.

T h ie d e
G o o d C lo t h e s

W . S. PAT T ERSON C O .
Phone 4700
213 E. College Ave.
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This Going Home Business Is
Not What It's Supposed to be

VIKIS WIN STATE COLLEGE TENNIS TITLE— The tennis foursome scored when Don
Fredrickson took the singles crown and Henry Kimberly and Bob Morris the doubles title.
The picture shows, left to right, Kimberly, W illiam Machie, Frederickson and Morris.

Paintings by
Dietrich are
Most Popular
Students Show Art
Preference in Poll
At Convocation

Hobby Work Shop
Displays Student
Works at Library
The hobby workshop program
of the year is represented in the
exhibition at the library, featur
ing work in many mediums by
Omar Dengo, Jim Orwig. Lee Min
ton and others.
The work done in the depart
ment includes duck decoys, linol
eum block prints made for illus
trations for the “Contributor";
signs and charts for dances, par
ties and class instruction; clay
modelling finished in plaster cast;
sketches made from a volunteer
model. Marcia Litts, in various ac
tive attitudes; drawings from, the
department's collection of plaster
casts; and finger (Minting.
Robert Mess has designed a
nouse which he hopes to build for
himself after graduation. Omar
Dengo has, among many things,
carried out a number of carricatures in color and clay which are
represented in the exhibitions Jim
Orwig and Vernon Thiel have on
display their etchings, as well as
Orwig's wood carvings.
The program and equipment for
the hobby workshop will be dou
bled next year, W. S. Baldinger,
associate professor of fine arts,
has announced. Pottery with the
wheel, the ball mill and the kiln;
airbrush painting for poster work
ings. sign painting, decoration and
photo retouching; jewelry design
ing in amber plastics; metal works
and book-binding are some of the
attractive new hobbies to be in
troduced next year.

The results of th<* poll t.iken in
ton vocation recently on student
preferences for art exhibitions
proved significant and interesting.
The most noteworthy result dis
closed that the Lawrentians pre
fer work by studentj and local
artists rather than exhibiti bv the
masters or more famous artist?.
A jointing exhibition by T om
Dietrich of Appleton, which rhow•d December 1 to January !», re
ceived the greatest number of first
choices. 35; "What Ls Modern
Architecture*’' displayed Septem
ber 23 to October 7. received the
•eeond largest number of first
place votes. The photographic ex
hibits received the heaviest second
•nd third place balloting, and “Na
tional Intercollegiate Photographs"
bung May 1-8 and photographs by
the California group polled t o p
third p’ace choices. Drawings,
painting*. sculptures, architectur
al and interior designs by students
of Lawrence college also received
a large number of ballots. An in
teresting fact is that this exhibi
tion had not been hung at the time
of the poll, although it went on
display May 15.
Baldinger Checks
W S. Baldinger. associate pro
fessor of fine arts, who checked; Happy Vacation
the results of the polling, noted i
that one of the mo*t ambitious j
projects of the year. "Wooden
House of America”, was not of
much interest to the student body.
This exhibit was shown in the lit
TH E
tle gym. Consequently, Baldinger
PLACE
announced that exhibits, other
TO
than the picture rental collections.
* ill no longer be shown in the lit
GO
tle gjra
TO
The program of art exhibitions
Make a Data Complete
next year will be arranged around
the two types expressed as favor
ites of the students, which are.
first, original work done by stu
dents in practical art courses and
the Hobby Workshop and also
work done by loeal artists: second,
displays of photography. Students
have suggested that there be dis
plays of Wisconsin artists, dolls,
marionettes, toys, pottery, sculp
ture. more modern art, nature and
composition of various arts, and
tnore prints and sketches.

*~DINE and DANCE

! L A V IL L A

Dr. Wm. 6. Keller
Dr. L. H. Keller
O PTO M ETRISTS
Modern Eye Examination
Glosses Fitted
Prompt Laboratory Service
121 W. College Ave.
Phone 2415

Choose Farley as
Beta Board Chairman
John H. Farley, emeritus pro
fessor of philosophy, was made
honorary permanent chairman of
the board of directors of Beta Sig
ma Phi corporation, at the Beta
Theta Pi fraternity house at their
annual reunion held the weekend
of the 24th.

Sig Eps Pay Honor
To Dr. John Lymer
The Sig Ep active chapter a n d
alumni held a banquet in honor of
Dr. John C. Lymer. who is retir
ing this year. The banquet was
held at the Riverview country
club. Wednesday evening. June 4.
After speeches made in his honor.
Dr. Lymer was presented with •
gift.
Lymer. a Sig Ep, was one of the
faculty members who aided in the
early growth of Sigma Tau Nu.
the local fraternity which became
Sigma Phi Epsilon in 1915.

“Hand me that shoe, will you.
Oh where in heck is the other one,
anyway? It was here yesterday.
Golly, how am I ever going to get
all these notes packed. What good
are they anyway? D'ya suppose I'll
ever look at them again after I’m
out of here? Oh, well. I’ll keep
’urn." This is the general drift of
the conversation as a couple of
seniors pack their junk, ready to
leave for the last time. Viewed
from a freshman's crucial position
from right across the hall it looks
like a complete mess. Exams may
be over but you’d never know it.
Books, books, books, everywhere,
and not a drop to drink! Their
owners eye the contemptuously
and wonder what to do with them.
Most of them are curled up from
being soaked In rain water a n d
spilled cokes, so they aren't any
good to sell. The rest are out of
date or dog-eared. The steamers
in the hall block everyone else’s
way out onto the back porch and
poor innocent by-standers trip ov
er shoes, formats, hats, and stray
rope that has. been slung in the
hall.
Dust, ; dirt, grime, filth, trash
and miscellaneous boxes are re
vealed for the first time under the
bed. And they were counsellors,
too! The only thing in the room
that’s treated decently are t h e
caps and gowns. One of the poten
tial graduates (it’s debateable if
they’ll ever get moved out) trys
on a black bag. walks a step and
trips very effectively. The mortar
board is tipped at a crazy angle
and the tassel hangs down straight
between her eyes because the
sleeves of her gown are so long
she can’t extricate her hands. It's
a great life! She takes it off de
jectedly and is sure she will trip
on the way for her sheepskin.
“We have to pay ten dollars for
a piece of parched hide. It’s a gvp.
Here we have been slaving our
souls out for four years and we
have to pay to get out of the place.
Now where’s that navy blue straw
I was going to wear home? Oh,
I’ve packed it under all of the oth
ers. Oh, heee—ck! Look. Fm just

beginning to pack and that trunk
is going by express in another
hour. Oh hellllp!”
And the great big graduate, who
has been taking it for four years,
is stymied at last. She plunks down
on the bed and dust of a year’s
accumulation rises in clouds to
choke her. The relapse is now com
plete.
However, here’s hoping she, and
all of the other grads will make
the finale mile without tripping in
their gowns, for even though we
are sorry to see them go, we wish
them the best of luck.

$10 Gold Piece
Proves Lucky
Thirteen has proven to be a
lucky number for Lawrence col
lege, contrary to the usual beliefs
which are attached to that figure.
For it was thirteen years ago that
Mrs. Minnie Birge Sawyer came
back to celebrate her fiftieth class
reunion at Lawrence college, hav
ing graduated in 1878, and present
ed a ten dollar gold piece to the
board of trustees to start a fund
to remodel historic old Main hall.
This year the fund has reached
the total of $26.000, just thirteen
years after Mrs. Sawyer’s gift, and
the remodeling of Main hall will
occur this summer. The original
ten dollar gold piece has been kept
in the Lawrence college safe ever
since its presentation.
Mrs. Sawyer is one of the most
outstanding graduates of Lawrence
college, having had a long and
varied career as teacher and in
missionary and church work. At
present, she lives in Modesto.
California, and is an official of
the Woman’s Foreign Missionary
Society and the Woman’s Chris«
tian Temperance Union. Her hus
band, Wesley Caleb Sawyer, was
a professor at Lawrence from 1875
to 1882.

Happy Vacation

College Graduates

WANTED!
As Executive Assistants

TEA ROOM
and RESTAURANT

MEN and WOMEN
Start as secretary , • . became
an executive.
The Federal Government now
needs men and women stenog
raphers and secretaries — pays
$120 to $150 a month. Our grad
uates qualify.

GOOD FOOD A T MODERATE PRICES
114 E. College Ave.

Summer Term Opens June 23
—

Limited Enrollment —

Make Reservations Immediately
Tkt
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M a lte d W h ip s

UNIVERSITY TRAINED PKINCIPAIS

Thick, BUBBLY 5«! State St. — Madison
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tritious with your
favorite ice creom.
A mountain of a
molted, 24-ox.
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Hold Concert
At Chapel on
Friday, June 6
Symphony Orchestra
And Senior Students
Appear on Program
The commencement concert spon
sored by the Lawrence college con
servatory was held at Lawrence
Memorial chapel Friday evening,
June 6 at 8:15 p. m. Senior soloists
Dorothy Flitcroft, contralto; Irene
Hitzke, pianist; Florette Zuelke, or
ganist; Cecil Neubecker, organist
and the Lawrence Symphony Or
chestra, Dr. Percy F\illinwider,
conductor, appeared on the pro
gram.
Dorothy Flitcroft, public school
vocal major is from thç studio of
Marshall Hulbert, secretary and
vocal instructor at the conserva
tory. Irene Hitzke. piano major is
from the studio of Miss Gladys I.
Brainard. Florette Zuelke and Cecil
Neubecker, organ majors, are from
the studio of Professor La Valin
Maesch.
The program was as follows;
Symphony in B Minor
Schubert
First Movement—
Allegro moderato
Lawrence Symphony Orchestra
Organ—Fanfare
Leo Sowcrby
Mr. Neubecker
Voice—Rhapsody
Brahms
Miss Flitcroft
Assisted by—Glen Lockery, first
tenor; Richard Gaeth. second
tenor; Lester Schulz, baritone;
John Rosebush, bass.
Cecil Neubecker at the piano
Organ—Honda from Sonata
in G
Robert Russell Bennett
Miss Zuelke
Piano*—Concerto
in D Minor
Rubinstein
First Movement—Moderato asrai
Miss Hitzke
Selection from Die Meistersinger
von Nürnberg
Wagner
Lawrence Symphony Orchestra
•The accompaniment played by
the Lawrence Symphony Orchestra
under the direction of Profes-jor
Gladys Ives Brainard.

THE

Elect Watson Head
Of Alumni Group
The Lawrence College Alumni
association rcelected all cfficers at
a meeting Friday at Hamar Un
ion. They are Lloyd R. Watson,
president; Palmer McConnell, first
vice president; Douglas Hyde, sec
ond vice president; Maxine Cahail,
secretary; and C. G. Larsen, treas
urer.
New
directors
arc
William
Wright, Menasha,
and Werner
Witte, Appleton. Mrs. Ben Russell
of Appleton was reelected. Mrs.
Eugene Colvin, Appleton, was elect
ed to fill the unexpired term of
Edwin West, Appleton, who is in
naval service. Frank B. Younger,
Menasha, and Larsen retire from
the board, but Larsen is treasurer.

Award Degrees
To 110 Seniors
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1
Ann Schram, Ruth Marie Scobie,
Phyllis Hudson Simonton, Margery
O’Neil Steen, Elizabeth Louise
Stilp.
Gerald Plummer Suszycki, Eu
nice Jane Toussaint, Olga Blanche
Uldrian, John Edwin Wachter,
William Henry Werner, J o h n
Francis White, Dennis George
Wilch, Ralph Henry Wilpolt.
B. S. Degrees
Ten students received the bach
elor of science degree. They are
as follows:
Robert Moreland Anderson, Wil
liam Samuel Clark. Richard Jos
eph Garvey, M i l e s Ellsworth
Hench, Charles Lewis Hobbs, Joyce
Ann Jouvennt, Ruth Geraldine
Kuehmsted, Robert T h e o d o r e
Shockley, Ruth Sieg.
B. M. Degrees
Thirteen students received t h e
bachelor of music degree. They
are as follows:
Ruth Ursula Althaus, Janet Mcrleen Flewell, Dorothy Leone Flit
croft, Irene Dorothy Hitzke, Cecil
Charles Neubecker, Marjorie Jean
Patterson, Kathryn Elizabeth Pet
Jane Patricia Porter,
erson,
Blanche Anne Quincannon, Helen

Gilbert to Attend
Physics Meeting
W. Paul Gilbert, assistant pro
fessor of physics will attend a
physics colloquirrum at the Uni
versity of Iowa June 12 to 14. Dis
cussion of problems associated
with the teaching of physics will
be the principal feature of the
meeting. Dr. Gilbert will present
a brief paper on “Problems Inher
ent in Pure Text-book Study*

Marceil Reed, Lester Ernst Schulz,
Saburo Watanabe, Florette LaVerne Zuelke.
Institute
The following students of t h e
Institute of Paper Chemistry re
ceived degrees:
Following are the candidates for
master’s degrees:
Daniel Adams, B. A. Oberlin col
lege, 1933; Archie Deutschman B.
5., University of Illinois, 1939; Paul
Hansen, B. S. Ch. E. Washington
State college, 1937; James Harrison,
B. S. Ch. E., Montana State college,
1939; George Knight, B. S. Ch. E„
Alabama Polytechnic institute, 1939;
Edwin Loutzenheiser, B. S. Ch.
Armour Institute of Technology
1939; Keith Max, B. A. DePauw
university, 1939; John McEwen, B.
Ch. E., Ohio State university, 1939;
Jules Perot, B S., Centenary Col
lege of Louisiana, 1938; Frederick
Schelhorn, B. S. Ch. E., University
of Pennsylvania, 1939; Philip Shick,
B. S., Harvard university, 19J9;
John Turk, B. S. Ch. E., Univers
ity of Texas, 1939; Robert Van Nos
trand, B, A., Lawrence college,
1939; and Albert Yundt, B. S. Ch.
E., Georgia School of Technology,
1939.
Students who will receive the
doctor of philosophy degrees are:
Harold Charbonnier, B. S. Ch
E., Syracuse university, 1936, and
M. S., Lawrence college, 1930;
James d’A. Clark, B. S., University
of London, 1932; Kenneth Hay, B
S. Ch. E., Tufts college. 1937, and
M. S. Lawrence, 1939; John Hechtman, B. S., University of Arizona,
1937; and M. S. Lawrence college,
1939; Glenn Kimble, B. S., Iowa
State college, 1937. and M. S., Law
rence college, 1939; William Mnrteny, B. S.. 1S36 and M. S., 1937
University of Arizona: Shirley Par
sons, B. S., University of Maine.
1937, and M. S Lawrence college,
1939; Robert Reed, B. S. Ch. E., Uni
versity of Rochester, 1937, and M
5., Lawrence college, 1939; George
Sheets, B. Ch. E. Ohio State Uni
versity, 1937, and M. S. Lawrence
College, 1939; Robert Stillings, B
A., Montana State university. 1937
and M. S. Lawrence college, 19?!J;
and Paul Wiley, B. A., Harvard uni
versity, 1937, and M. S., Lawrfcnco
college, 1939.

Happy Vacation
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ATHLETIC AWARD WINNERS—Jim Fieweger, left, won
the DeGoy Ellis plaque for being high point m an on the track
squad. The plaque is a memoriol to DeGoy Ellis who wos an
outstanding trackster a few years ago end who died os a re
sult of on automobile accident. Coptoin Jim Orwig, right, ot
the track squad won the Iden Charles champion cup aworded
to the "best cll-around college mon on the basis of athletic
ability, scholarship and college spirit."

Seniors!
To make today, Commencement Day, a big suc
cess, be sure to come to Appleton's most modern
restourant for dinner.
W e serve only the best ond finest foods.

Also best ice creom — Session's
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Heckert Shoe Company
TEACH
DENTAL
HYGIENE
Become a teocher
Dental Hygiene.
There is an increasing
demand for women col
lege graduates with qual
ifications for teoching, to
take positions os dentol
hygienists in school sys
tems and health depart
ments.
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Milwaukee
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LUTZ ICE CO.
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F o r T hose W h o
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la te s t

Two year curriculum.
Write for bulletin end
further information con
cerning opportunities in
dental hygiene. Address
the Secretary, Marquette
University Dental School,
Milwaukee, Wisconsin.
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Thiesmeyer
Heads Geology
Association ♦

Purchase New
Spanish Books
Jim Orwig Presents
"M an Stands Alone"
As Gift to Library

Doctor Bagg Outlines
Expansion of
College Museum
L. R. Thiesmeyer, associate pro
fessor of geology, was elected
president of the Association of
College Geology Teachers at a
meeting of the group on May 16
and 17.
The
fourth a n n u a l
meeting, which was attended by
geology professors from Beloit,
Coe, Augustana, Milwaukee-Downer and several student majors in
geology from Coe, Augustana and
Lawrence, was held here at Law
rence college.
At the Friday evening session
Professor Emeritus Rufus M. Bagg
of Lawrcnce outlined the growth
Of the geology department at Law
rence since it was established
When he came here In 1911. He
•poke also of the expansion of the
Lawrence college museum under
his guidance as Its curator a n d
referred to several undergraduate
Clubs in geology that were active
at Lawrence prior to his retirement
In 1934 Professor David M. Delo
cf Knox college, who succeeded
Dr. Bagg and had charge of ge
ology at Lawrence from 1934 to
1937, was present at the meeting
etui outlined the program of cata
loging and arranging of collections
In the department and museum
that was started during his years
Of teaching here.
On Friday evening Professors
Bagg, Delo and Thiesmeyer out
lined briefly some of the geologist
features of northeastern Wiscon
sin, as a background for the field
trip which the group took on Sat
urday morning.
At the Friday afternoon sessions
Professor Delo spoke on summer
field courses in geoiogy. and Dr.
Katharine Greacen of MilwaukeeDowner outlined in detail the
many opportunities for women in
geological careers and the train
ing necessary to success in them.

Hold Senior Ball
Friday at Ormsby
The annual senior ball was held
On Friday evening, June 6, at
Ormsby hall. Light lunches were
ferved, and tables were spread in
• garden effect on the Ormsby
lawn. Bernie Young and his or
chestra played.

Stock well Speaks
At Library Meeting
La Tourette Stockwell, instruc
tor in English, was the principal
•peaker at the annual meeting of
the Fox River Valley Library As
sociation at Marinette. Her own
library research work qualifies
her to 5])eak before such a group.

. Ormsby Girls Eat
The Ormsby gals received one
Of those few surprises of college
life when they were served free
Ice cream cones (choice of choco
late or orange ice!) the other night.
Seems there was money left over
from the dance treasury. End t he,
officers decided the dorm ought to j
be enjoying life.

GERMAN DEPARTMENT RECEIVES $200 GIFT— The German department at Lawrence col
lege has received a gift of $200 from the Henry Janssen Foundation of Philadelphia to be
used for the purchase of books and other teaching materials.
Charlotte Graf, and Stuart
Jones, club members, are seen singing German songs in accompanim ent to a record on a new
phonograph bought with the money. Pictures and song books were among other purchases.

As You Like It
A New Actor
BY GORDON SHURTLEFF
AM not very sure what you will
think of So Ends Our Night.
There will be some of you who
will undoubtedly regard it with
disgust as “propaganda" and dis
miss it at that.
You may be right. But there will
be others of you who will see it
as a picture of human loves and
sufferings, of the miseries which
are new to the people of today and
are caused by human forces and
other human beings and not by
one man or one nation.
For there is a great deal of
beauty to So Ends Our Night.
Deep-rooted is its realization that
loneliness is the hardest suffering of
all, that human beings can endure
almost any misery if they are not
alone.
In Margaret Sullavan the pro
ducers of So Ends Our Night have
the best actress on the screen, and
in Glenn Ford they have found a
young actor with that rare quality

I

BUETOW 'S

The Spanish club has recently
added ten dollars to the Mortar
board fund, which has been given
the library in honor of Miss Char
lotte Lorenz, former professor of
Spanish literature. This growing
fund is to be used to purchase
books for general reading, both in
Spanish and English. These books
will be shelved near the Spanish
collection, each one having a spe
cial bookplate designed as “The
Charlotte Lorenz Fund established
by Mortar Board.”
Many times, students at Law
rence have shown their appreci
ation of the service of their library
either by grateful expressions to
the librarians, by special gifts or
in other ways. Frequently they
come to the librarians for assist
ance in their recreational reading
and for suggestions in adding
books to their personal libraries.
Last week Jim Orwig, a senior,
presented a new book to the li
brary in hearty appreciation of the
assistance and enjoyment he has
received from the collection of
books and from the librarians.
During his four years here in col
lege.
Orwig has colleted for
himself a splendid library and “it
has been through the Lawrence li
brary, I have come to know and
love books’* so said Orwig to
the librarian. The gift book is call
ed “Man Stands Alone” by Julian
Huxley, an eminent British scien
tist, who looks toward a new social
order in the world.

I which he shares with Miss Sullavan, fore you will see another motion
! Ingrid Bergman. Betty Field and picture as sincere and as moving as
no others, that inherent sensitivity So Ends Our Night.
that will let him do no wrong.
I doubt that you will ever see a
more moving portrayal on the
screen by any man. He and Miss
Sullavan bring a richness and full
ness that makes every moment of
the things they are living vibrant
and exciting.
Though Fredric March is more
often a bad actor than a good one,
the scenes between him and Fran
204 L College
ces Dee are among the most un
usual of all love scenes. Surely
the episode in the market place
Appleton, Wisconsin
when neither can touch nor look
at the other is one of the most re-v
markably handled things I have
ever seen on the screen.
____________ .
Indeed, the whole production Is
handled with restraint and sim
plicity by director John Cromwell
and screen-writer Talbot Jennings.
The difficulties of handling an epi
sodic novel like Erich Remarque's
“Flotsam" are sometimes apparent,
but they add rather than detract
from the aimless, wandering qual
ity of the picture.
I think it will be a long time be

SELLING’S DRUG STORE
Complete Line of COSMETICS
Ave.
Phone 131

Its part of the game
to pause and

BEAUTY SHOP

Phone 902

225 I. College Ave.
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C la s s o f 19 41
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Hera's o drink that Is unique. It
never loses the freshness of
appeal that first charmed you*
You drink it and enjoy an after
tense of complete refreshment.
So when you pause throuf houl
the day, make it the pause that
refresheswith ice-cold Coca-Cola. YOU TASTE ITS QUALITY
Bottled ander authority o f Th« Coca-Cola Company br
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